
· Jan 30John Scott-Railton @jsrailton
Replying to @jsrailton
10/ More credits!    
   
 
Plus the super sleuthing “Capitol Terrorists Exposers”  team 

@markscheffler @tiefenthaeler @bottidavid
@DrewJordan_NYT @robinnyc7

 · Jan 29Stella Cooper @_stella_cooper

Show this thread

Also a big shoutout to those involved in the crowdsourced effort, such as 
@jsrailton and the “Capitol Terrorists Exposers” Discord group 
(@AM_Harbelubun et al.) that first established Crowl’s identity, until then 
only known by “Trapper” and continue to stitch clue upon clue.
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· Jan 30John Scott-Railton @jsrailton
11/ Update: Missed a photo credit last night! This pic is by  
of Bloomberg (recommended follow). 
 
Turton's pics & observations have helped crack other key identifications, like 
spotting the #ZipTieGuy on the 6th at the Grand Hyatt. 
 
twitter.com/WilliamTurton/…

@WilliamTurton

 · Jan 9William Turton @WilliamTurton

Show this thread

I can now say that one of the people in the hotel lobby 
who demanded I delete the video, put his hands on me, 
and screamed at me is this guy. He appears in the first 
frame of the above video.
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· Jan 24I Smoked MarjorieGreene's Death Star Of David @Dkni…
You know what's crazier than a dude blowing up an entire block of my city 
on Christmas day and everyone forgetting about it? Thousands of people 
storming the capitol in an attempted coup and the DOJ considering not 
charging every single person involved.

72 1.5K 4.6K

· Jan 24Is this over yet? @sandy_kingsley
I just read a federal judge blocked the release of zip tie guy.

1 1 40

· Jan 25WFLA NEWS @WFLA
US judge blocks release of 'Zip tie guy' in Capitol riot bit.ly/2M5hUmW

1 3 21

· Jan 27Words of Truth @SpiceTruth
Replying to @MollyJongFast

 Zip tie guys mom.. I just love Molly...

1

· Jan 30Pebbles⁷ @pebbles_myg
I never understood guys who sagged. What’s the appeal? I step on your 
pants leg and you’re done for

2 6

· Jan 30PastelDaisuke @DARKSYOONGI
I remember lots of guys did it until, the principal started to zip tie their pants 
if they got caught. They had to go to his office in the end of the day so, he 
could cut the tie afterwards.

1 1

· Jan 25John Scott-Railton @jsrailton
2. In addition,  Michael Sherwin introduced a new allegation 
today:  
 
 #ZipTieGuy Munchel was part of a group that assaulted & threatened a 
Bloomberg  reporter whom they mistakenly believed to be 
"Antifa" 
 
Source: cbsnews.com/news/eric-munc…

@USAO_DC

@business
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Show this thread

· Jan 25John Scott-Railton @jsrailton
UDPATE: a federal judge blocked release of #ZipTieGuy Eric Munchel. 
 
Sets aside head-scratching determination by TN Magistrate Judge Frensley 
that conditions of release were available that could manage risk. 
*Thx  for flagging nuance 
 1/ 
Source: cbsnews.com/news/eric-munc…

@Popehat

18 166 856

Show this thread

· Jan 24Alan Feuer @alanfeuer
This is the second time Chief Judge Beryl Howell has overturned a decision 
to release a Capitol riot suspect made by a magistrate judge. 
Last week she ordered Timothy Hale-Cusanelli, a white supremacist Army 
reservist from NJ, re-detained after a local judge released him.

 · Jan 24Josh Gerstein @joshgerstein

Show this thread

JUST IN: Chief judge of DC dist court blocks release of Eric Munchel, 
photographed in Senate gallery during Capitol riot carrying zip-tie cuffs 
and taser. On Friday, a magistrate judge in Nashville OK'd Munchel being 
sent home on GPS monitoring. Earlier: politi.co/3odcG5P
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